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人間の塔にかかる人間科学的一考察・
事故の危険を伴う集団活動のリスクマネジメント分析
A Study of Human Sciences through the Investigation of 
the Risk Management of Group Activity in Human Tower, the Intangible Heritage
Abstract
　Human Tower, one of the intangible heritages, has been continued for over two hundred years in 
Catalunya, Spain. Cultural activities have been often investigated as the object of the cultural and social 
sciences conventionally, however, it would be able to be investigated as the object of physical sciences 
including engineering and statistics, and so on. The purpose of this study is the detailed description of the 
risk management method of Human Tower through the continuous investigation from the viewpoint of 
the Human Factors Engineering. The m-SHELL model, consisted of the occasion factors as management, 
Software, Hardware, Environment, Liveware（themselves）and Liveware（others）, is the categorizing 
model to analyze the occasion factors of accidents. The participants of Human Tower have built their own 
empirical effective methods, which can be applied to all the factors of the model, for centuries. It can be 
said from the result that the m-SHELL model has clarified their empirical methods for safety. This study 
has shown the possibility to apply the m-SHELL model to analyze the risk of Human Tower, the cultural 
activity.
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転落した 転落された
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